Mallorca

PINE WINDOWS
WARMTH

windows

The most popular coniferous species used in the production of wooden joinery, pine wood is
durable, robust and easy to manufacture. Because of its availability and price, it is often chosen
by consumers. It is a species with a high tolerance to environmental factors and temperature. It
adapts perfectly to extreme climate conditions and its high resin content, makes it resistant to
moisture. Easy impregnation allows it darken sufficiently to achieve a natural-looking light yellow
tint, while maintaining the visibility of the wood grain. For whom: For strong lovers of this species
who value high quality at an affordable price. The average wood density: 510 kg/m3.

MERANTI WINDOWS
DESIGN
It is the current trend in the production of our wood joinery. It comes in many varieties, including
the most popular – a red one (often mistaken for mahogany) and a white one. It is resistant to
moisture and reaches very good thermal insulation parameters and acoustic ones. It has highly
distinctive features of of wood, which gives it a unique character. It perfectly combines functionality and durability with aesthetics and elegance. For whom: The windows of Meranti, is the choice
for those seeking a combination of exotic aesthetics, with high quality and durability of products,
at an affordable price. The average wood density: 590kg/m3.

OAK WINDOWS
DURABILITY
This wood has become a symbol of durability, strength and solidity. It is classified as being a
precious species, with impressive durability and strength. Its qualities were already appreciated in
ancient times. The colours of oak are intense brown, in a large number of hue gradations. Under
the influence of sunlight, it gets slightly darker and gains depth. It combines elegance with great
availability. It does not deform and is not subject to biological corrosion. Even without being impregnated, it is resistant to pests. Oak is a tree for people with ecological inclinations who value
natural micro climate and interior aesthetics, and want to enjoy good windows for many years. It
is well-suited for both traditional and modern interiors. The average wood density: 850kg/m3.

Wooden profiles we obtain only from certified sources of origin of the raw material.
When purchasing our products you do not contribute to adverse climate change and you
have security of this high quality.
Wide range of products

Own logistic

PVC, aluminium and wooden
products with wide range of
accessories.

Free delivery all over the island,
with our own trucks

Competitive prices
solid sales growth results enable to
provide best prices for our clients.

Ventanas Calvia S.L. “Mallorca Windows”
c/ Alicante, 62 Pol. Ind. Son Bugadellas
07180 - Santa Ponsa
Office
tel.: +34 971 123 456
English
tel.: +34 971 123 45
Deutch
tel.: +34 661 602 888
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Freindly practices
flexible delivery service, well motivated staff.

Experienced team of experts
we are ready to provide
support and assistance at each
stage of order processing.

High quality standards
the company holds all necessary
approvals and certificates, including the ISO 9001.

DEALER

WINDOWS WELL THOUGHT
WOODEN WINDOWS
PRODUCTS RANGE
www.mallorca-windows.com

NEED WINDOWS TO BECOME,
A PART OF THE FAMILY?
ECOLINE 68

Standard width of the profile dedicated for Spanish
weather conditions.
Window type suitable
for flats, apartments and
houses
Smooth finish and delicate,
universal line of window

WHY OUR WINDOWS ARE
WELL THOUGHT?
ECOLINE 68
RETRO
Distinguished by classic finishes
windows profile
Ability to reproduce historical
joinery

Windows are old-style constructions: wooden columns and
decorative moldings

Choose Ecoline 68 if you care about natural beauty of wooden in your home.
Even the best wood-like veneer isn´t going to match warmth of timber

MAYBE YOU NEED WINDOWS
WITH BEST PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS?
THERMOLINIE 78

ECOTHERM 92

Thicker Window profile of 78
mm dedicated for housing

Built for energy efficient
home

More durable design, better
thermal insulation and increased soundproofing
Enhanced with triple-glazed
unit of Ug=0,7 W/m2 K

We impregnate wood before connecting profiles.
It is therefore so resistant to moisture in window corners
We use supreme class MACO Multimatic fitting.
Microventilation, anti-draft system, mishandling lock and rotary bulgary bolts are already our
standard.
Each wooden window comes with soñid aluminium drip for frame and sash with seal,
wich is not only beautifully appearance, but effectively protects the wood from accumulating
water.
Our wooden windows do not need to be painted every few years.
Enough, that twice a year when washing windows, wipe it with a sponge for impregnation. It is
very easy!

NEED MAINTANANCE-FREE WINDOWS
CHOOSE DUO RANGE OF PRODUCTS
DUO
CONTOUR

DUO
CLASSIC

DUO
INTEGRAL

DUO
RONDA

Solid 92 mm thick profile
with high rigidity + triple-glazed unit
Best insulation performance
and lowest heat transfer
coefficient

! Passive window
Select THERMOLINIE 78 if you are looking for solid windows, better
noise suppression and thermal insulation than traditional windows.

Window profiles are made from glued three-layer timber.
Thanks to it, your window will not deform and lose it´s adventageous parameters.

Choose ECOTHERM 92 if you are looking for the warmest windows
for energy-ecient home and you depend on specic coecients of
insulation.

Verbindung der Perfektion von Ecoline-, Thermoline- und
Ecothermsysteme mit der Festigkeit von Aluminium in einer
vollen Farbpalette
3 variants of the thickness of wood 68 78, 92 mm
Glazed units from 24 to 60 mm.
Aluminium cladding on the external side of the window. This
long-term trouble-free use of woodwork without the necessity
of mantenance.

